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Glow getter: Cora Sheibani
sparks a chemical reaction at
Louisa Guinness Gallery
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Installation view of Cora Sheibani’s ‘Glow’ exhibition at Louisa Guinness Gallery

‘T

here’s this perception in the West that if a diamond is ﬂuorescent it is
less pure,’ jeweller Cora Sheibani explains of the opinion that
ﬂuorescent elements in a colourless stone can cloud its purity and
lessen its value. ‘I think it’s a shame. Fluorescence should be celebrated
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rather than looked down upon.’ She has been searching for truly ﬂuorescent
gems for the past year. It’s not an easy endeavour. Many minerals phosphoresce,
but few are actually ﬂuorescent (their colour change can be admired under UV
light only).
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Sheibani’s latest show, at the Louisa Guinness Gallery in London Mayfair, is
exhibited in darkness and caters to the unique nature of ﬂuorescent gems,
allowing the vividness of the glowing jewellery and ﬂuorescent and
phosphorescent elements of the designs on display, to shine through.
‘Glow’ also doubles up as a 15 year retrospective of Sheibani’s works, with some
new pieces in the mix. ‘Unlike most jewellery shows which appear to women and
jewellery lovers, this show will appeal not just to jewellery lovers, but to children,
and anyone with a sense of curiosity.’
Sheibani’s playful instinct is evident: ‘I’ve always made jewellery that is inspired
by everyday things, such as food or clouds or plants. Sometimes it’s abstract but
there’s always a happy and playful element to it. Serious ﬁne jewellery doesn’t
always have to be ‘serious’.
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The pieces on show make up an eclectic whole: a cloud shape brooch with
glowing blue diamonds evoking windows and rain, sits alongside cupcake rings
and ﬂowering cacti bracelets. Sheibani is also adamant that the jewellery needs to
be aesthetically impressive in its own right. ‘It has to look fantastic even without
ﬂuorescence. The glowing colour is an added bonus.’ §
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Two Stacking Rings, 18-ct gold with ﬂuorescent diamonds
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Large Pink Cupcake Ring, 18-ct gold with pink opal and spinels

Reversable Lentil Hightlighter Bracelet, 18-ct gold with ﬂuorescent diamonds

INFORMATION
‘Glow’ is on view from 5 March – 30 April. For more information, visit the Cora Sheibani website and the Louisa Guinnesss
Gallery website
ADDRESS
Louisa Guinness Gallery
45 Conduit Street
W1S 2YN
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